
in the thin ice to die.  

Yesterday I updated my project and then spent the morning welding bars to hold the thin sheet I bought to make the roof of the shed in front of the barn. After installing them I ate some tortellini
and a salad and then took a cold shower before driving with Myrthe and the kids down to Schio. On the way we met old Mirella and her many sheep and talked to her for a bit before buying
Myrthe some paint to make our apartment prettier. We also made it to the hardware store of Gabriele, a fan of the project museum who got me different samples of glues I can test to attach the
tags on it. With the sun still high we took a walk in the fields picking chamomile and making it on the high grass along a stream. On our way back we walked Giavenale's bike path and I got to
talk to August who spent his days programming back in Sweden. For dinner we just bought some pizzas and ate it in the playground of an immigrant neighborhood. Later the children also had an
ice-cream and I picked them up with the van and drove back to the contrada where they took some time to sleep while I tried to draw and write before also going to bed to read more of
Kpomassie in Greenland. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then used some old metal roofing to close the gap between the metal shed and the stone wall. Later I brought all the nets I stored on top of the tractor shed
down to the new shed sorting out and counting the ones I will need to build the Titanic lifeboat replica. For lunch I cooked some chicken schnitzels while Myrthe painted the wooden walls of the
kitchen. I also gave the children some cherry tomatoes and I ate a salad before welding together some smaller pieces of nets and then try the different kind of plasters I got as samples. For dinner
we ate a soup and then I plastered some more and brought the children to sleep, read them a story and then drew and wrote. In bed I read about Southern Greenlanders easy going promiscuity. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then got ready to walk with the family up to the cube. I wanted to try to use the glue I got to attach the tags and the way up was nice checking out the
beautiful flowers with the children walking quite well but once up it began to rain and we quickly ate the sandwiches I made before making it to Chris and Alessia with a blanket on our head.
Once at the restaurant the family ate cake while I ate a salad and then we waited for the rain to stop playing table games. Having walked back home the children watched a film while Myrthe kept
painting the kitchen and I went down to cut the grass in the lower field. I wanted to prepare for the making of the Titanic lifeboat and also cut the small trees growing on the stone wall before
getting the children down in the field with me and use the grass I cut with the branches of the tree I fell with Nero to build a hut. Both Livia and Silvester were very happy and played nicely
before we walked back up and I cooked tagliatelle for the whole crew. Later both Myrthe and I were very tired but the children kept on playing even in bed. At last they fell asleep while I drew
and wrote in the kitchen table. In bed I kept on reading about the Danish destruction of Eskimo culture as accounted by Kpomassie. 

Yesterday I updated my project way too early and had to go back to bed before driving with the tractor and my chainsaws and trimmer up to the valley below the cube. There I met the dog a
hunter a lost a few days ago. She was very hungry and desperate but with patience I managed to befriend her and put a rope on her collar. After Myrthe and the kids came to fetch her I worked
hard cutting through the bushes and freeing a spot where to put Kaczynski's cabin. Quite exhausted I drove back down to the contrada, ate the leftover pasta and a salad and then gave the dog
back to the local hunter who was very happy and thankful despite local hunter hating me for my artworks. Later I helped Myrthe sandpapering the wooden wall in the living room so that she
could keep up painting and then arranged my workspace in the barn with the children playing nicely in a little house I built for them using a dismantled table. For dinner I baked some pizzas for
them and cooked some rice with veggies for Myrthe and I. As the colour was still fresh in the living room teh family went to sleep in the barn and I spent the evening recording a lecture and
drawing and writing and later reading of Kpomassie'a adventure in the Greenland sea.  

Yesterday I updated my project and then drove with the family to a giant supermarket in Thiene to do grocery to bring back to expensive Holland. Later we drove back to a mall in Schio where
Livia got her earrings after she lost them both last summer. She was very brave this time and got them in one go. Later we ate pizza slices and then made it to the carpentry store of people from
my native highland. They were very happy to see us and I also met another carpenter with my same last name. His wife was also a neighbour of my grandparents my mother didn't make me meet
anymore since I was six. I then felt very melancholic on my way back up to our small apartment. Later I played with the children while Myrthe painted in the tiny living room. Outside it was still
raining but we had fun in our little kitchen eating horse meat and potatoes. Later we moved to the room in the barn where I drew and they slept with their mother despite the weather being quite
cold. Alone in the kitchen I kept the fire going and wrote in the anarcarkist manifesto and then went to bed to read about Kpomassie fishing expedition in southern Greenland.  

Yesterday I updated my project and then prepared the tractor with all the equipment and nets I needed to make the anarcarkist lifeboat. As I was ready to leave Myrthe had to call the insurance
company of our old car since they still haven't reported our damage free years. I then cooked for the children a pasta with pesto and then ate the leftover rice finally making it down to the filed
where I started welding up all the nets to make the sides of the lifeboat. The moment I started many of the locals who hate me came to spy including the hunter's brother. I just did not care and
kept up with my anarchist faith and also the children soon joined me. With Myrthe I managed to get the nets up and later alone I began to arch the nets across the upside down shape. I also made
a small opening to crawl inside and also the children had fun going in and out. As it got quite late I drove back up and ate the leftover pasta and the chicken schnitzel Myrthe cooked for the
children. Later she took Silvester to sleep with her in the barn and I let Livia watch some "Pippi Long stockings" while I drew and later shower with the apartment getting heated up by the stove.
In bed I read of Kpomassie venturing to northern Greenland.

Yesterday I updated my project and was about to go work on the lifeboat again but heard the sheep the shepherd dogs approaching. I then walked down with Myrthe and the kids to see them and
chatted with Mirella's very old brother while the landscape got filled with the white woolen animals. Having walked back the asphalt road we drove down to Schio to get a smaller gas tank to fit
our stove to turn in my welder gas tank to refill. After eating a pizza slice at our usual supermarket we did some grocery also for Gianna and then made it back home. In the afternoon I walked up
the valley to clean up all the small trees and bushes I cut there and then cooked the children some pasta before eating and going back down to the shepherds with the children wanting to see the
new born sheep. They were kept in a pick up and it was quite harsh to see how their mothers were also dragged inside. Mirella milked a long horns goat and gave us the milk. We then walked
home and dismantled our old kitchen table before turning on the fire for the children who got bathed by their mother. Later I drew and wrote and then watched a bit of a documentary about how
millions of Germans were deported out of Eastern Europe after the war. In bed I read on how bad huskies were treated in Greenland and how aggressive they can be eating each other and
children.  

Yesterday I updated my project and after my tai-chi I prepared to go for a pic-nic with the family to the project museum. This time we drove up and carried also a ladder to better attach the tags.
After eating some leftover pasta Myrthe played with the children and I started polishing each individual pixel to then apply the tag. It was a slow process and soon Myrthe left to go paint more of
our tiny apartment while I set up two swings inside the museum for the children to play wit. They had great fun and I finally got to know how many tags I can do with one can of glue. Later we
walked back to the car and at home cleaned up and cook sausages for the children and some pizza and then a pasta with cauliflower we ate with Alessandra and Paolo, the curators of the landart
park in Asiago. When they came it was already quite late and the children were very funny and joyous. After Myrthe brought them to bed we discussed all evening about anarchy.

Yesterday I updated my project and then dug out the earth on the top floor of the barn so as to make a parking for our van. Later I drove with children and the kids up mount Novegno and took a
walk with them all the way to the Vaccaresse observatory. It was quite astonishing to see all the stone walls and steps built during the first conflict in such an advanced position. We also got to
explore different caves and even one that brought us deep underground before reemerging and climbing back up and into the Novegno basin. For lunch we stopped at Filippo for a soup and
focaccia with some nice hams and cheese. It was very cold and cloudy but we anyway let the children play with other children and then also drove down and I got out at the project museum and
checked if the glue worked with the aluminum tags. It did very well and as I was about to get out a group of bikers came and I explained the sculpture to them. They were very fascinated and we
talked for a long time and even wanted to take photos of me. Back home I packed our trailer and then arranged all the metal nets and wooden boards Fabio, the local carpenter who is likely to do
the concrete work for our parking will need. For dinner we ate spinach and leftover tortellini. After showering we all went to bed.

Yesterday I updated my project and then cleaned up the children and painted the floor before getting on the road with the family down to Valli where we ate a slice of pizza and then up and
across the Vallarsa all the way to Rovereto. From there I took the highway and ascended up the Brenner pass with all the family sleeping. As they all woke up we stretched our legs and then I got
to sleep in the trunk while the children watched a movie and Myrthe drove us into Germany. After stopping at a gas station for an hamburger I got to drive through fluorescent yellow rapeflower
fields into a nice valley where we pitched next to a small but vigorous river. After walking in search of wood I successfully got a fire lit and after some nice time we all got in the van to sleep
with the croaking of frogs in the high grass surrounding us.  

Yesterday I woke up that it was raining outside our van. After updating I took a walk through the yellow rape flower colored valley to a town with a castle on a cliff and then back to the van I
prepared breakfast for us all. It was very nice to have the children playing by the river making boats with leaves and letting them being pushed down by the stream. In another beautiful medieval
town we did some grocery and then I drove quite a bit north before stopping at a gas station to let the children play and eat a salad with bread and veggies. After a nap I watched with the children
an old Tim Burton's movie while Myrthe kept on driving. After stopping in yet another filthy parking lot by the highway I drove to Hilden in the near of Dusseldorf and there we ate a really plain
and boring ramen soup by some young Chinese owners who pretended to be Japanese. After walking through a park I let the children with Myrthe having fun at a playground and then drove the
car to a supermarket where we did more grocery to bring to expensive Holland. Later I drove all the way back home and took care of pushing the chart with all our bounty behind the garage and
download it in the darkness.

Yesterday I updated my project and then had to wake up poor Livia to send her to school with her mother. Also Silvester woke up and I kept with the little one before Myrthe came back and we
walked to the market with a constant rain. After getting some fruit and veggies I walked back and applied to a teaching job I was recommended by Shonali. Later we ate some pasta and took a
nap before I drew and Myrthe went to pick Livia at school. For dinner I cooked green bean with rice for the children and asparagus with eggs for us adults. After eating the children could not
sleep especially Silvester and I just kept in their room chatting with Livia and trying to write in the anarcarkist manifesto. In bed I read more of Kpomassie experience in northern Greenland.

Yesterday I updated my project and then brought Myrthe with the kids to fetch the train to Utrecht where they visited Hanneke. Back home I prepared a bolognese meat sauce and then kept
printing tags while changing the format of the anarcarkist manifesto. Later I ate some leftover green beans and cleaned the house and then cooked pasta for Panos and his family who came over
for dinner. It was nice to see them again and let Silvester interact with little Kai while Livia played with Aisha. After they left I drew in the children room waiting for them to fall asleep and then
gave Myrthe's caresses while watching a Tamil movie about a girl from a lower caste being gang raped at the end. In bed I read more of northern Greenland hunters.

Yesterday I woke up way too early but kept awake updating my project. Later I walked with Myrthe and Silvester up the dike all the way to the cheese farm and then back to the city. At home we
ate the leftover pasta and then took a nap before I drew while Silvester played nicely on my side. In the afternoon we picked Livia up from school and then did grocery together. At home I got
some time to write in the anarcarkist manifesto and then helped Myrthe cook a nasi rice with veggies and eggs. After eating I got back to writing and after mending one of Livia's skirts I went to
bed to read more of Kpomassie. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then walked with Myrthe and Silvester to the industrial area where I got a steel brush to polish the project museum pixels in the places I will glue the
aluminum tags. I also got some glue to fix the rubber falling off from our van newly installed roof and did the job back home with also the help of Myrthe. After eating some leftover pasta we
biked back together to the industrial area where we bought a big second hand table in a hanger full of vintage stuff. We then drove the car there with the trailer and I also got to help a blond
Dutch from up north to load a closet in her station wagon. Later I walked alone with Silvester to pick Livia from school and with her and her little friend made it to the Swedish playground to
also meet up with Marco and little Jade. Having walked back home with the children over the dike I cooked a big pot of pasta and then ate it with our neighbours Francis and Camiel and their
kids. In the evening the kids got over tired and we just put them to bed before I drew and also went to bed to read about hunting seals with nets through the ice. 

yesterday I slept quite well and updated my project. Outside it was very sunny and I kept with Myrthe and the children cleaning up the garden. Later we biked to the city farm and I got to talk to
an Argentinian woman about anarchist communities, to Mirsa and to Franco. Back home I ate a salad and then drove all the vegetation we removed to the damp. Back home I installed on the
garage a hook where to lock the trailer and a hook where to hang the ladder. I also used a gray silicon to seal around the door and the window and then cooked the mushrooms Camiel brought us
with Tuscan kale. In the evening I read a story to the children and then drew and wrote before giving Myrthe a small massage. 

Yesterday I updated m project way too early and went back to bed. After eating some pancakes Myrthe had made I prepared many small boxes with food for the children and drove with them to
the Biesbosch swamp. There we walked in the small and muddy paths to the the abandoned boat and cane built hut we discovered when they were little. We actually got to eat our picnic on top
of the boat and then walked back through the swamp and over the little dike parallel to the asphalt road. On the way back we stopped at the farm selling ice-cream south of our village. They did
not eat so much ice-cream and mostly jumped on the inflatable with also Olivia and Filippa who joined us. Back home the children were very tired and I found a nice movie for them while I
wrote on my manifesto. For dinner I cooked a pasta and after eating they had great fun washing one another with sponges under the shower. In bed it took them a long time to sleep and I got to
draw. I also properly stretched my neck partly softening the constant sound I hear in my left ear. After writing I also went to bed to read more of Kpomassie living with the Inuit butchering and
eating raw seals.   

Yesterday I updated my project and then took a walk with Silvester to the bakery and then to the city hall where I did my tai-chi. After some grocery we walked home and I ate salad and the old
sour bread with discounted humus. As my little boy kept cutting paper in small pieces I drew. Later Myrthe came home and I went upstairs to write in the anarcarkist manifesto while she picked
Livia up from school. All together then we walked over the dike and across the fields to the river and then back along the harbour. At home we ate the leftover pasta and some discounted
biological chicken and a broccoli. As the children went to bed I sat down in front of "Corpus Christi" a quite good Polish movie about a young criminal improvising himself as a priest in a small
parish.

Yesterday I updated my project and wrote in the anrcarkist manifesto. The kids played nicely in the living room and I took my time to take Livia to school. Also Silvester biked for the first time
with her sister's old bike on the street with me running next to them. Later I went with him to the skateboard filed where I did tai-chi and then trained him to go up and down the slopes. Back
home I wrote more in the manifesto and kept printing project museum tags before going out again to the bakery and the supermarket. At home I ate a salad with cabbage and in the afternoon
drew and then poured concrete in the entrance of the garage while Myrthe picked Livia to school. She actually came back with two of Livia's friends and while they played nicely together in the
garden I scan a pile of drawings and then cook vegetarian schnitzels with pees for the kids and potatoes and spinach for Myrthe and I.In the evening I brought the children to bed and read Peter
Marshall's history of anarchism after reading them a story. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then got ready to travel to the deepest south of the Netherlands with the family. Myrthe took a long time to get some bread from the bakery after she had to
assist an old lady who fell from her bike and the kids were really quite cranky so the beginning of the trip was quite harsh but as we hit the fields and then the forests of Limburg we all loosen up.
The camping was also nice and from there we got to walk on a path through oak trees with all their leaves already eaten by a bug. In a village we did grocery and then walked back to the
camping with two bags full of mostly salad and veggies we ate outside the van and some biological sausages I cooked for the children. Later they had a lot of fun in the playground while I worte
in the anarcarkist manifesto. When it was time to go to bed all the Dutch and German folk were still out of their fat campers drinking beer but eventually they too went to bed and we could sleep.

Yesterday I did tai-chi in the playground of the Limburg camping and then prepared breakfast for the family. As they later went to shower I quickly updated my project and then packed up all the
sleeping bags and mattresses. We then got on the road to a small and ugly Germnan town near Dusseldorf where we found a very cute and private camping next to a net of rivers. After walking
across them and making a small picnic near a newly planted potato field we got back to the tiny camping and I taught Silvester how to shoot an hair elastic while Myrthe and Livia took a nap.
Later we walked to a supermarket but it was closed due to ascension day. Myrthe and the children then ate a strawberry cake in a cafe and then we walked to some nice playgrounds before eating
a heavy pizza of Italian speaking Romanian. We ate it on the platform of the station and after feeding the children some mint ice-cream from actual Italians we walked back to the camping. There
was no bathroom there and we had to go out in the fields to pee before going to sleep.

Yesterday I did tai-chi and then updated my project and also had time to write in the anarcarkist manifesto. Finally the children and Myrthe woke up and we sang the later happy birthday as she
turned thirty nine. After eating some cereals we packed the van and then drove to the near Insel Hombroich sculptural park. The nature was very nice there especially in the near of a former villa
but there was literally no content beside all the bunker like pavilions repeating themselves at a considerable distance. In one of them we got potatoes and sour krauts to eat and then we drove to


